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This book takes a refreshing view on the long-standing debate on religious toleration and 
pluralism in the Dutch Republic during the Golden Age (here roughly encompassing the 
period from the 1570s until the 1690s). It focuses specifically on the core province of 
Holland, a highly urbanized region where local magistracies and provincial institutions played 
a predominant role in the political and religious transformations induced by the revolt and war 
against the Spanish-Habsburg rulers. In this refashioning of the body politic, Calvinism 
became the public and privileged Church, even if freedom of belief (not of worship) was 
granted. While Catholic worship was thus illegal in the public realm, the profession of 
Catholicism was allowed in the private sphere. Soon, as Christine Kooi argues, this legal 
possibility of religious pluralism in practice turned into religious coexistence. While some 
historians have argued for a large degree of confessional segregation between Calvinists and 
Catholics in the Dutch Republic, this author is clearly more interested in their contacts and 
interactions, arguing even for a more or less peaceful religious coexistence in Holland. As she 
argues, here religious mob violence only occurred in the inner-Calvinist struggle between 
Remonstrant and counter-Remonstrant factions, not between Calvinists and Catholics on the 
whole. In order to make her argument of this more or less pacific coexistence, she clarifies 
how eventually the ‘confessional’, ‘civic’ and ‘private space’ became an ‘arena of interaction’ 
for Calvinists and Catholics (11). 
 With a first chapter setting the scene of war and peace, the second chapter elucidates 
why early modern Catholicism survived (and even grew) in the rather hostile environment of 
Calvinist Holland. From the beginnings of the Dutch Revolt, the ‘confessional space’ was 
predominantly a shared one in Holland. The chapter details the Catholic missionary activities 
of secular priests (in the ‘Missio Hollandica’) and regular orders, and more interestingly, their 
self-understanding and self-fashioning of working in enemy territory. Violence remained 
mostly verbal, with chiefly Protestant church leaders and preachers warning of the ‘heretical 
yoke’, ‘popery’ and the ‘Spanish tyranny’. Calvinist propaganda attacks on the ‘idolatry’ of 
Catholics became especially fierce in the renewed war with Spain after 1621. Given their 
illegality in the public sphere, Catholics did not answer these with the same overt propaganda 
tactics, but operated discretely yet deliberately. So where in this ‘confessional space’ both 
priest and preacher understood their action as a fight against heresy, and thus regarded 
Holland as embattled territory, in practice, much of this confessional violence was only 
situated in heart and mind, and put into effect with tongue and pen. And even then, 
disputations between confessions occurred much less here than in other provinces of the 
Dutch Republic. 
 By defining ‘toleration’ as a ‘process’ rather than as a condition (91), Kooi wisely 
circumvents the debates on the ‘exact’ degree of this toleration. In a third chapter she stresses 
the inconstant and often unpredictable persecution of Catholics by magistrates, which was 
always to be situated and negotiated on a very local (city) level, and thus was to be 
contextualized in a more ‘civic space’. For that purpose, she gives an excellent overview of 
the different attitudes of Holland’s seven main cities, with Dordrecht enjoying the worst 
reputation (read especially 117-125). Generally speaking, the anti-Catholic laws were only 
applied in a loose manner, and in most cases, accommodation occurred: Catholics were wise 
enough to use and create ‘polite fictions’ towards magistrates, and in turn these  were brave 
enough to accept apologies (114). After the initial confessional murkiness, and given the war 
after 1621, both Calvinists and Catholics engaged in a process of differentiation and 
confessionalisation, with an increased wave of fines, arrests, and occasionally raids. These 
skirmishes diminished again after 1660, with both churches opting for ‘boundary 
management’ between them, creating a multiconfessional ‘civic space’.  
 In chapter 4 ‘Converts and Apostates’ the priests and preachers appear as competitors 
for souls within the ‘private space’. Here, Kooi engages with the recent interest in early 
modern conversions, with Holland as arguably the best ‘market place’ for shopping between 
religions (as often observed by foreigners). Catholics took immense pride in the conversion of 
Reformed ministers, while the Reformed side often questioned if conversion-minded Catholic 
clerics did not long for pecuniary profit. More importantly for the author though, is the fact 
that lay believers also seemed willing to engage in some religious experimentation. Reasons 
for conversions varied from theology, inclination, affection, stays abroad or family pressure 
(often by the spouse). Especially during the confessional phase of 1620-1660, multiple cases 
before consistories examine the fate of (repentant) apostates or converts, and whether one 
should be willing to accept them back into the fold. Hence, whereas a high degree of 
competition existed in the ‘confessional space’, both churches accepted that there were 
‘waverers, dabblers, or even experimenters’ in the ‘private space’ (151). Of course, the priests 
of the Holland Mission took it as their main aim to convert, making use of existing communal 
or family ties, or, as their opponents alleged, the agony of sick beds. In this, they became 
assisted by the klopjes (female ‘spiritual maidens’ to support Catholic priests, as they could 
not join regular orders in Holland). Their success at converting can be deduced from the 
increased irritation by the Calvinist Church over their existence, in some cases even leading to 
laws specifically against their activities. 
 The fifth and last chapter opens the most perspectives for novel research on religiously 
mixed families (even if they were rare), and the every-day implications of their existence. 
Holland’s cities never organized ghettos, and as Kooi explains, early modern people often 
overcame confessional strife by family or friendship ties. The question of interfaith marriage 
remained problematic, both for Catholics and Calvinists, both of whom prohibited religious 
ceremonies in the rival church. After all, more often than not, both church leaders and family 
members undertook great efforts to prevent such unions. Baptism, again, would rouse similar 
tensions in interfaith couples, with frequent instances of baptism and rebaptism. Arguing 
against one of the current interpretations of an early ‘pillarisation’ (segregation) in the Dutch 
Republic, Kooi contends that personal interfaith contact remained possible, and was much 
more commonly practiced than thought.  
 To conclude, this monograph takes a clear stance, pointing at the successful 
negotiation of religious differences in Holland during the Golden Age, and the non-violent 
coexistence resulting from this. Other historians have been more hesitant on the peaceful 
character of this religious pluralism pointing to the ongoing and sometimes bitter strife 
between religious opponents. Still, the author is well aware of not reducing her argument into 
a simplistic narrative. In her conclusion, she points once again at the ‘polymorphous 
coexistence’ and ‘confessional murkiness’ (219; 216), in which the possibility existed to 
‘shop around for a church’ (218), although many  never did take that opportunity. One could 
quibble about some examples, often taken from the Dutch Republic on the whole, rather than 
solely confined to Holland, or taken from rather obvious sources. Still, the elegance with 
which examples and interpretation are integrated into one page-turning story more than 
outweigh these reservations. Many will find this book an excellent introduction into questions 
of religious tolerance in the Dutch Republic, and even more will be grateful to finally have 
found a neutral and up-to-date text book for classes in early modern religious history.   
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